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Re-imagine the possible & create spaciousness toRe-imagine the possible & create spaciousness to
  breathe in small moments & feel at home in lifebreathe in small moments & feel at home in life

...free of guilt and self-sacrifice (yes, even as a mom!)...free of guilt and self-sacrifice (yes, even as a mom!)

Practical framework developed by Sara Oblak Speicher, MBA MCC
based on 25+ years of experience, core lineage teachings & intuitive guidance 

as international elite athlete, mom, wife, homemaker and transformational mentor



without alienating people & self-sacrificing in the name of some results, responsibilities, reputation.
or KPI-ing and outperforming your way into acceptance and illusion of safety, power, belonging.
or waiting on someone else’s approval and burning out to feel worthy and deserving.

What would it mean to be able to breathe in small moments, to create from the field of vibrational certainty?
What would it mean for your intimate relationships, relationships with others and especially with yourself?
What would it mean for your ability to live a well-rounded life, enjoy harmony at home, a fulfilling career?
What difference would it make for you be able to relax into your knowing, soften into receiving?
To allow your deepest purpose, desires & the most audacious dreams emerge through you?

After 25 years in this game and having had mentored mission-driven leaders in sports, business, corporate, and
at home, I offer you a framework that will open (you up for) new possibilities and opportunities

...while STILL feeling exalted as a loving parent, proud homemaker, and supportive partner in an intimate relationship!

Yes, it is possible. And yes, it's unconventional. But so are you!
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Executive who is constantly on purpose but running on empty?

Driven business leader constantly generating wealth, but unable to
receive what's already in your life? 

Elite performer secretly knowing you can't actually do this for much
longer, even though you're epic at it?

Lep pozdrav! My name is Sara, and I have been an elite performer my whole
life; from an international athletic, academic, to business career and beyond. 

Yet my proudest accomplishment is that I actually have really good
relationships with the people that I love. I feel at home in myself, in my life. I
have a family that loves and supports me, and we're pursuing our dreams
together. And I am available to receive all that life has to offer...

It really doesn't have to be one or the other!

This framework will be especially valuable to you if you are... 
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Ready for something quite different from what we were modeled, taught, and rewarded for?

So let's address this first: BELIEF OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE (courage) 

You and I are intimately familiar with the hustle and grind that has enabled us to conquer so much. To bring into reality
whatever is that we set our minds to.

Embedded deeply in our makeup is this remarkable ability to dissociate in the name of focus; to compartmentalize a
whole spectrum of feeling and emotions to keep on going; tolerance to push through what’s unimaginable to most.

Ingrained in our DNA is this need to prove ourselves, to either compensate or justify (whatever wounds of too-
muchness or voids of not-enoughness drive us)... The drive so unrelatable to most.

Except, it's not that we're unrelatable to others but that we have stopped relating to ourselves as we have not
had much time to be intimate with our own needs and feelings!

 
Recently, I produced a 10-part video series on this topic, Unrelatable to Unstoppable. Click here for free access.

When we're high performers, it's actually very easy to think that we don't have the time to nourish our feelings or our
well being, our sense of being at home in ourselves. But then that deteriorates our relationship with ourselves. 

Consequently, even our most admired and high-powered accomplishments start to feel inauthentic. Uninspiring.
Unfulfilling. Then what? A mentor once told me, "The way you do one thing is how you do everything."
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Re-evaluate what is true
Reflect on what is a projection
What is a belief that's not even yours
Rearrange the pieces however you see fit

Yes, you can see your goals realized while feeling deeply connected to
yourself, and at home in yourself. While having really beautiful, emotionally
connected relationship. It is safe to allow the Universe to emerge your next
levels without toppling all that you've worked so hard and sacrificed so
much to build!

SHIFT YOUR BELIEF OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE:

It's so easy to feel overwhelmed when we are stuck in our own ways, and
keeping all the pieces and convictions on our mind.

:: Write it all down. Thoughts. Ideas. Visions. Fears. Don't judge. Don't
analyze. Let the stream of consciousness pour through. 

:: With the new-found bandwidth, you can now revisit each piece. 

:: Instead of feeling overwhelmed with the big picture, you can now start
creating new paths and micro-commitments.
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Measuring your worth with the numbers on your bank account, a scale or a watch? 
Squeezing yourself into boxes of your mom's hopes? Your spouse's zone of comfort? And strangers' expectations?  
Holding onto subservient and complacent energy? 
Hiding behind the hustle & busyness that's killing your dreams (and health)?

In addition to your courage to re-imagine the possible in new ways, capacity is required to move in the direction of
your dreams. Let' talk ENERGY MANAGEMENT (capacity).

The more successful you are, the less people relate to you and are willing to tell you what you need to hear. 
Even fewer have the capacity to hold your aura. Much less are able to help you in ways that work for you.

That's been one of the most interesting dichotomies I've encountered in working with elite performers actually!
 
What is, despite of your remarkable achievements, you are still: 

 
In exchange for the illusion of security and comfort, this sense of fitting in, the access to power & influence... Even if
you don't belong (anymore)?

That's simply consuming your otherwise remarkable capacity. Imagine what you could call in, hold, maneuver instead?

And it's holding you back in your courage to envision much less claim as your own all the new possibilities that are
awaiting for you.
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Be mindful of the circles you're in, of the content you consume 
Be selective of what you give your attention to
Be aware of the fine line between bypassing and mindfulness

Focus on understanding the framework, the container of your goals.
Where are you already succeeding? 
Where are you already succeeding physically, mentally, emotionally,
spiritually, socially, financially, culturally?

MANAGE YOUR ENERGY DIFFERENTLY (capacity)

It's so easy to feel overwhelmed, inadequate, helpless, trapped; even the
high-achievers and mission-driven performers amongst us are not immune
to being a human. 

In fact, I would offer that it's us (entrepreneurs, athletes, healers) who are
especially susceptible to such radical response because so much of who we
are and what we do, is fueled by traumas.

:: Protect your energetic bubble and your flow

:: Redirect, redefine, release:
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Sometimes, all it takes is so ask a different questions
Sometimes, all it takes is to ask a question differently 

The last piece of putting your new baseline in place, from which you can then evolve and expand towards all that's
important to you and emerge what's calling to come forth, is clarity aka MANAGEABLE & ALIGNED NEXT STEPS
(clarity).

Keep in mind that the three pillars are equal, none more important than the other, and that the process of gaining
clarity, courage and expanding your capacity is an ongoing one. I know, it would be so much easier if it was one of
those one-and-done exercises. 

As you evolve and emerge, so will your awareness, desires, priorities, goals, etc.

As a natural-born and professionally-trained strategist, I have this innate ability to see the big picture and retain a deep
understanding for structure, systems, sequencing; to connect the dots and ideas from chaotic into senseless; in
etheric, woo, and tangible ways.

Indeed, clarity is multidimensional. Sometimes, it begins on a piece of paper. Other times, it stems from what we call
vibrational certainty - this knowing you can feel in your bones - and each next step simply gets revealed as you move
forward. Like walking though a fog, one step at a time.

Another thing to remember:

...and then lean into the somatic experince of the offered and revealed answers.
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What do I really want? (Your truth feels light, expansive, warm, fuzzy)
How will I know you've achieved it? (Engage all of your senses here and
lock them into your system)
Where am I now in relation to my goal, dream, vision?
How do I feel now compared to the vision? 
What are those feelings telling me? (Re-examine, redirect, release,
dissolve, transmute...)
What are my first next steps to take? (When you don't know: what
would the answer be if you did know?)
What are my typical ways to self-sabotage and what adjustments I
choose to make to stay on track?

MANAGE & REALIGN NEXT STEPS (clarity)

I offer that with the new-found clarity, you now rearrange the pieces and
step into the energy of expansion. Decide on the the next step or two. They
may be tangible ones, woo ones, etheric ones.

Ask yourself:

Does this feel like the portal to the other side, where you can feel at home
with yourself, safe to raise your standards without toppling all that you've
worked so hard for? 
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READY TO FIND OUT WHAT YOU REALLY DEEPLY WANT AND NEED?
 

As a former international elite athlete turned strategist with an MBA degree, transformational mentor, master life &
certified mindset coach, and healer... 

As a loving mom to two contemporary Mystics, a proud expat homemaker holding two homes & two cultures, and a
wife exalted in my husband's love... 

I know what it takes to welcome new beginnings. To navigate life-altering decisions in ways that don't disappoint. To
embark on life's mission together, fully supported.

Now that you have the foundation to gain your courage, clarity and expand your capacity, let's build on...

How long do you need to re-imagine and rewire your life for one that deeply nourishes you and the people you
love? Your true success? Your legacy play?

What is the one thing that could totally change your life right now?
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NO TWO JOURNEYS & RESULTS ARE THE SAME 

Before we walk through the framework of your own extraordinary expansion, keep in mind that the term framework is
used very intentionally.

While some might argue that I should know you and everything about you; what you actually want from your life that
you currently don’t have, and also why you don’t have it yet...

     ...It would be a speculation implying that you’re incapable of making your own decisions, which we both know
simply isn’t true! (Chances are that you are the chief-decision maker, the go-to person at home and at work, more than
capable of running multiple-scenarios to make a split-second decision. It’s more likely you’re at a point where you’d
much prefer to receive some simple marching orders. I get it…)

     …It would be downright insulting the power of your magic. (Chances are, you just became a bit crusted in trying to fit
into the world that’s hard-wired for hard-core tangible and measurable stuff. Which served you exceptionally well. And
we now just need to crack that clay and let your gold shine through for all that’s yet awaiting for you.)
 
     …That would require me to sell you on the idea of squeezing you into my play box and make you fit my modalities.
(And at this point in my life, this just goes against everything I stand for and believe in. Plus, you don’t need to be sold
to, you already know what you require and are actively seeking it.)
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This is not about teaching you the concepts.
 

This is a part of a high-level work that is based on 38 years of cross-
continental life experience, core teachings of my lineage, and intuitive

guidance.  Plus 20,000+ hours of training & practice, solid business
background. And 11 years-worth of insights from working with clients from

around the world.
 

It is comprehensive yet simple:
MENTAL

EMOTIONAL
PHYSICAL

ENERGETIC
VIBRATIONAL 

SPIRITUAL
STRATEGIC
TACTICAL
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This isn’t just something I do when I feel like it, when it’s trendy.
 

This is my life's work expressed in a boutique practice, delivered through an
intimate level of support and personalized guidance to show you how you get

to build the life/home/work you desire… that’s calling you… emerging… on
your terms...
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 This isn’t a linear path, and it has little to do with chronological time, color-
coded calendars, performative positivity. 

 
I am here to help you navigate the dichotomy of vivid visioning & feeling

trapped. Innate knowing & self-doubt. Pissed-off-level of determination &
surrendering into faith. To simplify complexities and make sense in chaos. To
reflect on what's true, reinvent yourself, rearrange pieces, rewrite stories and
rebuild home, revive a deeper meaning of work, realign and transform your

life. 
 

All while breaking boundaries and rewriting rules of living.
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1. UNLOCK

Take what's working for you. And honor what you love.
 
Unlock what's already there but you just can't see it on your own. And focus
on what matters to you. Then amplify it. Simplify, transform and release the
rest.
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 2. GATHER 

Strip away the layers of conditioning of how things should look like and
exame which chains of programming ought to be broken, and which are the
gifts.
 
Gather pieces of you, your heritage, your calling that came from
conversation, energetic initiations, activations, and core teachings 
of your lineage.
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 3. RECONFIGURE

Then, re-define & refine, explore & discover, design & architect frameworks
& outlets, along with next-step possibilities & opportunities.
 
In other words, this is where I would channel quantum strategies 
(and contingency plans) and, when needed, give you simple 
"marching orders" that match your vibratory frequency, 
vision, and mission.
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4. TRANSFORM

In the process, you get to deepen your understanding, fine-tune your
timing, and experience the richness of life, abundance of space, and 
flow of creativity in a new way that excites, fulfills, and inspires you. 
 
You get to transform, simplify, harmonize your work, home, 
relationships, and life.
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 5. ACTIVATE 

By collapsing time (timelessness is one of my superpowers, after all), realign
to your natural rhythm and sequencing so that you can reach, activate &
reclaim your power. Magic. Knowing.
 
Set new standards that elevate yourself and those around you; 
do the work that will continue to change the world to the better.
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 6. EXPAND

That’s how you evolve towards all that you did not even know was possible,
and expand towards all that matters to you. In life, at home, at work, and for
your legacy.
 
This is the key, especially now that things are changing so rapidly, 
when there's never enough time. When we're experiencing & 
influencing massive socioeconomic and political shifts. 
And when we operate in the quantum field.
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IMAGINE...

Imagine waking up raring to go, and delighted in wonder - something you could once only wishfully journal about?
Imagine effortlessly flowing through life & commitments, enjoying time with family, friends, doing what inspires you?
Imagine feeling deeply loved, fully supported, and having the capacity to actually receive all that there is?
 Imagine what else becomes available for you, your career, for your legacy play, when you step into this next level?

If you feel tingling in your belly, if your heart is dancing in your chest, and this warm and expansive sensations
keeps waving over as you read though these lines and already envision yourself on the other side…
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We can get you started in a weekend, actually! EMERGE is a cozy luxury immersion that has you
join me in Slovenia (EU) for 3 days of deep healing, activations, and visioning. Paired with delicious
Mediterranean food and mystical energies of thousand-year towns, we further inspire & elevate
you, and help translate it all into an easy-to-follow strategic plan.



If you prefer a setting of an intimate group, consider joining us for a trimester or 9 months within
UNRELATABLE TO UNSTOPPABLE micro-mastermind hybrid. It's a safe harbor where you can
unlock your next level of courage to transcend the weight of other people's expectation. To reclaim
the true power of your magic. To come home to yourself. Your deepest dreams. 



My highest level offering is YOUR EXTRAORDINARY EXPANSION. A Sacred Space where you can
bring a new dimension to life, home, work. Enjoy the spaciousness you desire, and expand your
capacity to create, receive & hold what you once could only dream about. Play in limitless
possibilities. Paired with private retreats at the destination of your choosing, you'll be catalyzed
beyond all that you did not even know was available.



Here are the next steps if this calls to you & you know in your heart that you're
meant to play in this next level:

 1- Reach out
 2- Submit an application
 3- Make the commitment to yourself

Moving into 2023, I made a commitment to myself, to my own family, and to my
clients as well. Walking the talk, as always, I am stepping into a whole new level of
spaciousness, timelessness, and limitlessness as well. 

With that, I am making some radical shifts in who and how I make myself available
for, what are the best practices to work & team up with me.

In addition to spaces being extremely limited, I am also much more selective of how
working together gets to look like and what are the energetic projections we cast.
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First, the energetic signature of each of my offerings ought to feel like home. 

Cozy luxury of intimate and deep connection. Real substance. Genuine joy (even when the going gets hard, which it
will). A place where time doesn’t exist - even and especially when time might be the one thing she doesn’t have.
Remember, we’re shifting paradigms here and revolutionizing the known.

Second, the exclusivity within which each client can feel seen, heard, supported, understood.

Safe to take off her mask. Lets their guard down (and kick off her stilettos). Embraced to fall apart and not know until
she does. Cherished in all her quirks that make her so unique. Cheered in realizing and embarking all her dreams and
desires. 

Third, the level of energy, attention, time, and expertise I invest into each client & her future is unprecedented. 

The exchange for it is therefore substantial, nontransferable, nonrefundable, and upfront.

Why am I sharing all of this with you so openly?
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Because pouring more salt on an already-painful wound just to create some sort of an urgency (or sense of some guru-
like superiority) is simply out of integrity with how I desire to work. Although sometimes, puss needs to be squeezed out
for the wound to enable healing - WHILE tending to it in a wholistic way.

 Because I prefer you not making decisions out of fear, guilt or shame (because then you’re unable to focus on real
work). Rather do it from an empowered space of your knowing, and this deep awareness of how your life is good AND
how much better it still gets to be! (No, we’re got gaslighting your out of desiring & deserving more or something
different. More & different becomes available when we operate in these very different sets of energetics!)

Because I am not a tugboat but a lighthouse. Meaning if you’re looking for a savior or some magic formula or easy
button, this is not it.

Because I have no interest in deploying some icky tactics of persuasion, or drill into your pinpoints until we’re both
blue in the face, or exaggerate the most vivid version of your most wanted ideal outcome just to have you hand over
that payment… only for us both to regret this a few weeks later. 

Because it’s how I roll. When I am in, I am all in. And I am not asking for anything I haven’t done myself.

If this still speaks to you and you know this is where you get to be next, let's talk about your commitments and how
we can get you started.
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When you reach out and tell me that you're applying to work together, you will be asked to answer several deep and
thought-provoking questions. This exercise alone is transforming! And it helps me to see if I can and should take you
on as a client. If it’s a YES, we will set up a quick call to assure we both feel like we’re a fit. You will also be able to ask
me any questions.

TOGETHER, WE WILL DETERMINE WHICH PATH IS THE BEST FOR YOU

Chances are that at some point, you might still feel a bit scared and unsure of making such life-altering commitment.
It’s totally human to feel that way! So we shall have an honest conversation to address any concern, put your mind at
ease, and help you remember how powerful you are.

I also know how deeply uncomfortable, guilt- and shame-inducing it can feel to just think about prioritizing yourself
and your own needs! I've been there! I also remember how logical it sounded to just dig in deeper and work even
harder. 

 
If you think you're not worthy of this and ought to figure it all out on your own first, you certainly can't afford to
burn out, fry your nervous system, collapse immune system, nor to face a divorce, failed business, bankruptcy, 

and the Dark Night of the Soul...

Just as you don't become a champion overnight, playing at this next level is very much the same. "If not you, who? If
not now, when?" You deserve to believe in yourself just as much as I believe in you!
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Sara, the co-creation, synergy efficiencies, and dynamic you establish, transcend simple productivity
gains, financial gains, and cost-saving (which alone are worth the investment and pretty much pay for it),
and bring a whole new dimension into your client's life, business, boardroom, home. - Gerry B.

Thank you Sara for seeing what I couldn't. I am still crying an hour later, I didn't even know there was a
thing there. Thank you for finding it. Also, thank you for holding space for me. You are one of the few
people I can let my guard down for.

Great people to work with are hard to find these days. Sara is an excellent resource and someone you can
depend on. She can help you get to the bottom of who you have to become to get where you want to go.
It's a question with many deep layers to the answer. - Linda Lopeke

You are like a glass of Bordeaux - full and earthy. You make me feel safe. You ignite me, open me up, and
bring out the best of me. 
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I closed my 7 figure business. I moved across the country, full of hope and expectation. I had 2 coaches at
the time I hired Sara. I wrote a five figure check for a month’s intensive. She lit me on fire. I was able to
choose a new way. They way of freedom and creativity. The way of faith and inspired action. They way I
really want to work. My heart is sprouting green again. I am alive. I have a reinvented relationship to
myself and my work and most of all my living. The past is sleep, and part of my glorious way forward.
Work is becoming play. I have new clients, I am getting paid the fees I deserve. And I am worth it. 
Hire Sara, but only if you are ready to surrender EVERYTHING that doesn’t belong. Trust, commit, and
watch what happens as this woman does her work. She is absolutely fearless, unflinching, courageous,
wise, insightful, intuitive. Watch your life ignite- and breathe the clean air of self respect, inspiration, and
confidence again. - Craig Gore

Not only are your words like energy healing, there is a rhythm that dissolves pain, fear, and each sentence
to give us the ability to focus on that’s next. To give us something specific to focus on, to move forward,
even drawn new perspectives, ideas, answers, possibilities out of them. Sara, you give a completely
different framework and concepts to work with & play in! So after 25 years of working on this thing, it
finally bloomed in all its magic. You held the space to help make this happen. Believed when I forgot to
believe. You never gave up when I was ready to do so. And you did this not only in person but
energetically. I am excited to be me again. Replenished, refreshed, playing in the vision that is asking to be
born. - Harmony S.
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COZY LUXURY TO RE-IMAGINE & REWIRE YOUR LIFE IN A WEEKEND

SAFE HARBOR TO FEEL AT HOME IN LIFE, NOT JUST EXCEEDING IN
PERFORMANCE

SACRED SPACE TO WELCOME NEW DIMENSIONS TO LIFE WHILE AT
HOME WITH YOURSELF

OPTION 2: Quarterly Bundle
4 sets of 3-day in-person + 30-day access
$63,000

OPTION 1: Single Immersion
3-day in-person + 30-day access
$18,000

OPTION 1: Per Trimester
Mastermind + Private work
$36,000
  

OPTION 2: 9-month plan + 3 months bonus
Mastermind + Private work + Retreat
$108,000

OPTION 1: 9 months of private mentoring
+ 3 VIP Days + 3-day private retreat
$242,000

OPTION 2: 18 month of private mentoring
+ 6 VIP Days + 3 3-day private retreats
$396,000
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